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Welcome to The Weather Ring magazine, a publication about design in Western Australia. 
We will attempt to chronicle and display the many facets of design in the state, from 
architecture to graphic and packaging design, past, present and future. This project was 
borne out of a frustration at the lack of available material on the states design history, 
yet there is such a diverse and interesting history to be explored. We are interested in 
our location, our relation to the world, and to what extent we operate on the edge of the 
world.  We accept our location on the edge, and as such hope to occupy our own space and 
develop our own discourse in which to view and appreciate Western Australian design.

As a project operating outside of established media and discourse, we feel we have a 
certain freedom to discover, document, discuss and critique projects which may otherwise 
be forgotten, overlooked or too small to be published elsewhere. These more ‘difficult’ 
projects are important to us, as they are essential in forming an overall view of the 
community. The Weather Ring feels it is fundamental, and especially pertinent to our 
state, to develop a history and consequently a framework to operate within, to enable 
advancement of the profession.

Design in this state is a wonderful, exciting and strangely disconnected field, often ignored 
or viewed through different parameters. We hope to change this, to create a heightened 
sense of community and pride, to excite and engage participants, encourage critical 
discussions of projects, and to create appropriate guidelines to read and understand our 
design history in order to raise awareness of the richness of design in the state. Forgive 
us while we find our feet, we think Typo magazine(1887, New Zealand) said it best”the 
contents of the present issue will give a general idea of the field we intend to occupy; but in 
future numbers, as our exchanges and correspondence come in, certain departments will be 
more developed”.

If you liked or disliked, read this magazine or threw it away in disgust, we would love 
to hear from you. We are entirely self-funded, and supported only by the community in 
which we exist. We are doing this because we have an unquenchable passion for design 
in this state, but we need the help of others to continue and advance the project. The 
only way this publication can advance is through the communities support. If you wish to 
contribute, advertise or sponsor us, or help out in any way, please let us know, we would 
appreciate your feedback and support. Thanks for reading, we hope you enjoyed it!
Contact us at: theweatherring@gmail.com or (+618) 9381 3124
If you require extra copies or would like to be on our mailing list please email us.

Thanks to Adrian Iredale, Daniel Juengling, Karel Wohlnick, Peter Parkinson, Phillip 
Richards, Peter Kernot, Fern Dunnaway, Romesh Goonewardene, Alina Iskenderian, Jim 
Murray, Ray Leeves and Geoff Warn.  

Opinions expressed in TWR are of the Individual Author’s not neccesarily those of the publishers. 

From The Editors



Words: Adrian Iredale
Pictures: Peter Bennetts

This project involves alterations and additions to a 1940’s Californian bungalow for an architect and 
lawyer (and family). It is located in the ‘Garden Suburb’ of Menora, a suburb of tree-lined streets, 
parks and heritage homes named in 1954 in honour of an old theatre and the Jewish community 
for whom ‘Menorah’ holds special significance.  Due to recent changes in the local council heritage 
policy, this approach of adding to the existing built fabric (ie. of a modern nature but sympathetic to 
the original) is no longer possible. The current guidelines require the additions to be “a copy of the 
original building”.  As a consequence this project is now a built manifestation of a unique moment 
in time that can not be repeated and should be acknowledged and promoted as an appropriate 
direction for designing with older residences.  The Steedman Residence explores the context of the 
existing house, the context of the back garden and the context of the adjacent residences.

Public and Cultural Benefits
This project demonstrates the advantages of preserving the streetscape whilst creating a new 
form of architecture that is sympathetic and respectful to the original residence and surrounding 
residences and defines new ways of living and responding
to context that is not a copy or constrained by the past. The past becomes the catalyst for 
experimenting and discovering alternative solutions to old and new issues.

Relationship of Built Form to Context
From the main street only the subtle rolling ridge is seen. From the side street the addition 
presents itself as a collection of layers carefully choreographed with the neighbouring building in 
the foreground to the extent that this reads as an extension of the neighbour’s residence. From 
the distant and elevated main road the addition appears as a dynamic extrusion from the roof of 
the Californian bungalow that then embraces the existing mature Jacaranda Tree. Internally the 
project seeks special moments in the existing Californian Bungalow and exaggerates them from 
the moment one enters the house to the moment one exits to the rear garden.  This begins with a 
passage of refracted light that filters through the stained glass front entrance door and onto the side 
hall wall. This is captured at the end of the addition with a two-storey light abstracting version that 
becomes evident only at the end of the day and only at certain times of the year. Small rolled wall 
corners are then scaled up to the point where they hint at ways of moving around the house; small 
arches are scaled up to the point that they become two storey dramatic spatial devices bleeding the 
old and new parts of the house.

Recycled patterned glass period doors 
re-appear upstairs  in the additions on bedroom, bathroom and WC doors but devoid of heavy 
architraves.  The delicate lead light windows are transformed as full height steel framed glass, 
windows and doors at ground level, fully engaging the interior with the Jacaranda tree.  The rear 
veranda was rebuilt resembling the original form but with a tinted polycarbonate roof and recycled 
jarrah timber battens on the underside filtering light and capturing the informality of the original 
space.  The Jacaranda tree commands a strong presence protecting the full height planes of glass and 
bending or hinging space around its form, creating a new focus for the rear garden.
The new built in kitchen and library cabinets are finished  in Black Japan echoing the finish of 
the existing built in cabinets but removing decoration placing the emphasis on form and finish.  
The veneer of an old family wardrobe cabinet (figured Tasmanian Blackwood) is repeated on the 
stair balustrade  at the transition of the old and new comforting one as they move between the 

Steedman Residence
Iredale Pedersen Hook
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levels of the house, locking the history of the family in to the built fabric.  The rear rendered wall 
reintroduces the historic technique  of Harling (see below for explanation) whilst leaving  the raw 
render exposed to naturally weather and change over a period of time.

Program Resolution
This is a house for an architect (with heritage experience),  lawyer and two young boys, a house that 
can be knocked, abused but still maintain dignity.  The junction of the old and new is transformed 
in to a two level library, this then extends through the house bridging the parts whilst maximising 
storage and display space, fish bowls, glasses, books, art and family memories form part of this wall.
The main space is left purposely loose in function, a large room that straddles the duality of the 
specific and the universal, a room that can be interpreted and used in many ways. The furniture 
reflects this flexibility and changes configuration on a regular basis responding to different patterns 
of use.  The kitchen surveys this space whilst looking on to the pool and Jacaranda tree, a slight 
hinge in the wall and twist of the kitchen cabinet locks this firmly in to the embrace of the tree.  
Upstairs contains the study/guest room/ kids play area (another multi purpose room) that connects 
with the library  void and the boy’s bedrooms, bathroom and WC. Each room is carefully placed to 
survey a contrasting section of the surrounding context. The study looks back on to the majestic old 
houses (the early houses built for wealthy members of society). The youngest boys room looks on to 
the mature Jacaranda tree offering a sense of security and large familiar arms, whilst the oldest boys 
room looks diagonally out of the property  to the distant context, creating a place to dream about 
the future.  The bathroom includes a shower with a window of translucent glass and clear glass with 
a view to the canopy of the red flowering native Bottlebrush, ‘real-time’ nature is contrasted with 
abstracted images of movement and the human body.  The toilet includes an intimate view whilst 
sitting on to the old fireplace chimney allowing this to be seen in a new focused manner, whilst a 
standing view looks down the valley over the rooftops of the older houses.



Integration of Allied Disciplines
Bill Butler our structural engineer continues to provide economical and pragmatic solutions to 
complex projects, whilst always being patient with the youth in our practice and the youth in our 
thinking. Always reliable, he is an absolute gem.  Our builder Ian Whittle is part of our team from 
sketch design to completion, providing cost estimates, detail advice, construction system advice and 
generally stating a preferred way of building.  The round table discussions with the youthful and at 
times naïve minds of the architects, patient and experienced Bill and the construction knowledge 
of our builder are always memorable and thought provoking.  The clients willingness to spend hours 
hunting for second hand original pieces, researching of original wall colours and capacity to respect 
yet collaborate with iph architects is commendable. Ultimately this is a project where each other 
develop new sensitivities to architecture.

Cost/Value Outcome
Our process of procuring this project with the integration of the builder from the sketch design 
stage combined with the round table discussions of architect, builder and engineer resulted in a 
product that is economical. We have been working with this team for 10 years and now have an 
understanding and level of respect for each other that is at times a privilege to be part of.  The 
choice of a structure being primarily plantation pine timber combined with a frugal use of steel and 
exposed plywood sheeting providing unique stiffness, reinforces this cost effectiveness.  Recycled 
materials from the original house and second hand yards provide a cost effective level of comfort 
that is difficult to quantify.

Sustainability
This design preserves an important moment in time for future generations to enjoy whilst carefully 
extruding a new existence to the mutual benefit of both.  Materials removed from the original 
house were carefully reinterpreted in new ways, tiles were crushed and placed in exposed soak wells, 
moss covered original roof tiles have been given new exposure whilst moving through the house, 
floor timbers are recycled jarrah, structure in plantation timber, cladding is plantation plywood, 
windows are thin steel or recycled jarrah or recycled leadlight, doors were salvaged from second 
hand stores, new doors are hoop pine veneer, floors have good thermal mass, windows are carefully 
placed for natural heat gain in winter and protected in summer by the Jacaranda tree or by the 
recycled jarrah necklace that operates as both sunscreen, ceiling battens and then boundary screen.  
Paints and seals are generally low toxic, windows strategically placed for multiple cross ventilation 
possibilities, insulation is more than required and existing trees retained and built around.

Response to Client and User needs
This project expands the notion of sustainability to include social, cultural, contextual, economical 
and environmental considerations to the benefit of the occupants and community, the value of such 
a small-scale intervention should not be underestimated.

1. Harl \ harling
- (Scottish) a form of roughcast widely used throughout Scotland and the north of England, in which a mixture of an”aggregate (usually small 
even-sized pebbles) and a binding material (traditionally sand and lime, latterly Portland cement) is dashed, or hurled (harled) on to a masonry 
wall. Specially designed curved trowels are normally used but other implements including brooms have sometimes been employed. Harling can 
be distinguished from the more generic term ‘render’ by the fact that very basically, you would expect a render to be a smoother finish applied 
directly by trowel or float. In traditional harls the aggregate is in the mix (wet dash) in non-traditional 20th century harls the aggregate is dashed 
on separately (dry dash). It is generally assumed that this type of render was designed to withstand severe weather conditions.
They are applied to all constructions, brick, clay stone etc. and there are numerous instances of owners setting out to expose their stonework only 
to find a predominance of a different material
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Christ Church Grammar School has an exemplary academic record and has educated many 
of Perth’s most distinguished citizens. Until recently this significance was not reflected in its 
architectural expression.

The opening of the Art, Design & Technology Centre (ADT) immediately provided the school a 
new public face. Designed by a team lead by Donaldson+Warn, ADT is situated at the intersection 
of Stirling Highway and Queenslea Drive, on one of Perth’s most prominent sites, midway between 
the city and the ocean. This siting was borne out of a dialogue with the design team, School Council 
and Principal, specifically to address the school’s image.

ADT provides the most current facilities for the school’s Design Technology and Visual Arts 
departments. The most visible part is the ‘trumpet end’ directly addressing the intersection, the 
use of stone and its form resonate with the adjacent nineteenth century church and embrace the 
once ungainly tree at the corner. The large glazed expanses to the workshops and studios expose the 
activities within, inviting public views whilst providing a dynamic backdrop for the students and 
their work.

The remainder of the Stirling Highway and Queenslea Drive facades step back behind existing 
trees, which in turn provide shade and dappled light to the spaces within. Constructed largely out 
of precast concrete, coloured to matching the rest of the school, it affords a clarity not present in its 
brick neighbours. Regular sandblasted stripes express the planning and constructional logic of the 
building whilst lending scale, uniformity and informality.

Perhaps paradoxically, ADT’s school facing, south facade is equally the building’s ‘front’. 
Overlooking a new landscaped plaza and school oval, it houses all entrances, student walkways and 
delivery points. The south façade is compositionally similar to the north and the coloured stripes 
remain but now as brighter, lightweight cladding panels. The south facade links with the campus 
double level walkway network, absorbs it as a terrace and acts as its terminus in the broad outdoor 
studio space. The outdoor studio mirrors the gesture of the ‘trumpet end’ to but looks into the 
school itself, whilst allowing the school distant views in and providing a definitive visual edge to the 
campus.

The two departments prior to ADT had been largely separate entities, but the facility has fostered 
a new sense of co-operation between them. The main studio and workshop spaces, and secondary, 
seminar and computer rooms are shared and promote a more holistic attitude to each subject. The 
departments meet directly in a double volume entrance gallery that exhibits work produced in the 
building and serves as its primary circulation space. 
The gallery provides the most direct visual and physical connections to the outside with the upper 
level walkway continuing through as a bridge and the saw tooth roofs overhead flooding light deep 
inside whilst offering views of the sky.

Donaldson+Warn

Philllip Richards

Christ Church Design Technology and Visual Arts  Building



Key
1: Nautical Studies
2: Entrance & Gallery
3: Staff Room
4: Woodwork Store
5: Metalwork Store
6: Tools
7: IT Lab
8: Materials Room 
9: Design Lab
10: Wood Workshop
11: Metal Workshop
12: Welding
13: Wood Machine Room
14: Finishing Room
15: Metal Machine Room
16: Grinding Room
17: Plant Room
18: Composite Workshop 
19: Composite Machine Room

1
2

3 4 5 6 7 8

9
10 11

12

13 14 15 16
17

18 19 20 ground floor level

The design process for ADT was challenging but did have its humour. The flippant was encouraged 
and pursued, providing a looseness and an ideal way to encounter and absorb the unexpected. 
Meaning was slowly accrued and found form over time. Ribbons meandered in plan and on facades, 
colours changed daily. The process was alive with possibility and continues now with ADT built and 
occupied. It is a building that seems to relish accumulating finished products, even artistic detritus, 
and feels incomplete without these added and dynamic layers.

Christ Church has come to recognise the benefits a quality built environment makes to the learning 
environment. It has made a serious commitment to architecture, grounded in providing the best 
for its students and staff. Time will ultimately be the judge of the school’s ambitions, of potential 
masterpieces produced in ADT and viewed in its windows, or perhaps the slightly less monotonous 
journey along Stirling Highway will prove to be significant enough.
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1: Ceramics Studio
2: Entrance & Gallery
3: Staff Room
4: Plant Room
5: Studio
6: Outdoor Studio
7: Kilns
8: Seminar Room
9: Materials & Storage
10: IT Lab
11: Studio
12: Painting Studio
13: Link Bridge

1

2
3 4 6

111098

7

12
upper level



Karel Wohlnick, a Perth based graphic design practitioner has recently broken away from 
his senior role at REB. Karel decided it was time he again worked independently and 
so recently established Nutcracka Creative.  We visited Karel to discuss one of his last 
projects with REB which earnt him international recognition and a nomination for the 
2008 Design & Art Direction Yellow Pencil Award.

The brief was to design the packaging for the Spicers Paper corporate Christmas gift, 
which is sent to clients. The gift, a bottle of wine, had to be labelled and packaged in 
such a way as to neatly represent Spicers, who manufacture and market paper. Because 
the gift would be given to other specialists in the industry such as printers, the package 
was designed to speak of the paper and printing industry without having to spell it out 
literally. Karel attempted to develop an item that would excite the paper professionals 
beyond their existing knowledge, with Spicers Paper prepared to give full endorsement.
The box design can be reduced to three layers - the structure, the print code and the 
finish (gloss varnish and embossing).  The structure of the box consists of a single sheet 
of paper involving a network of folds to form the shape of a box held together by a lid.  
The simplicity of the construction where there is no adhesion or tabbing is contradicted 
by the amount of folding involved. The way the package has been constructed and 
programmed to unfold says more about the act of gift giving than the function to merely 
contain. It goes beyond the conventional role of the disposable wrapper as the wrapping 
and packaging are combined. Like the proverbial girl bursting out of the giant cake, the 
box encompasses the moment of surprise and unveiling. The movement is created by 
the folds (made against the grain of the paper). Karel explained how the box takes on a 
more architectural approach. “If I thought of how a building stands in the landscape, the 
shop shelf and shelf cupboard is all real estate. I wanted the package to look interesting 
within that.”  While the structure explores the physical capabilities of paper, the print 
utilizes graphic codes and evocative imagery rather than typographic messages to tell 
the story of the gift itself. Gloss varnish and embossing are used sparingly to add another 
dimension to the tradition of festive embellishment. Minimal use of colour, white on 
white corresponds to the notion of the watermark another paper maker’s code.  Through 
the configuration of a visual and symbolic language a certain reflexivity is proposed. This 
box is no longer just a vessel to simply hold a gift. It embodies the act of giving itself.

Wrapping
Karel Wohlnick
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Wrapping
Karel Wohlnick
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An iconic large scale residential project commissioned by Mr & Mrs Rodgers. At the time a 
generous budget of $500,000 was offered. The budget was neglected as the client fell in love with 
the house and the design process. The client lost track of the cost after quotes for the concrete 
work came in at twice the original budget offered. The house was meticulously detailed. With the 
added luxury of a keen and architecturally astute client, Elischer was able to create something of 
scale and grandeur. 

The residence is sited across both lots along an east-west axis facing North, and overlooking the 
Swan River toward the city beyond. Elischer has applied the Golden mean to the proportion of 
rooms throughout, with many social living spaces opening to semi-enclosed court spaces on both 
sides of the building.  

Although the scale could be criticised from a sustainability point of view (Sitting over the lobby 
is an industrial strength air-conditioning unit), many principles applied during construction are 
applicable to today's sustainably oriented designers. The mass of the building faces north, glazing 
appropriately shaded with custom aluminium louvres. All upper rooms have external sliding screens, 
as well as cavity sliding glazed doors and fly-screens, and reveals on the inside for curtains, providing 
many varying states of "venting".  

The house is still comfortable, functional and highly applicable by today's standards, with many 
contemporary Perth architects trying, though falling short of such astute attention to detail, 
proportion and livability. Areas to note are the concealed A/C outlets and returns in the thick door 
thresholds, matching of grain in the tiles, the 5.50 metre long single pane of glass in the family 
dining room, dropped balconies to maintain views of the city from sitting height, the trademark 
bomb-shelter and the brutal though seductive off-form nature of the concrete.  

Elischer wished for the barrel vaults within the house to be constructed of brick. These vaults can 
be observed in the formal living and dining. The client was concerned with acoustic reverberation 
and this was replaced with textiled acoustic panelling, which adds a “patina of the 1980’s”.  A porous 
expanse of travertine surrounds the fireplace in the formal living room.  

 To quote from the Julius Elischer Architect Exhibit 2003, curated by Simon Anderson and Michael 
Bradshaw; 

The detailing is superb with handcrafted doors, gates and fittings by Stelio Cotterle and furniture 
designed by the architect and executed by the furniture craftsman Robert Groom. The best 
materials were chosen and include imported plate glass and a specially designed die that was 
manufactured for extruding aluminium window/door frames with the narrowest profiles to reduce 
the perception of any obstruction of the views from the interior to the exterior. 
 

Completed: 1981-82 
Design and Build: 3 years 
Address: Lot 42 and 43 
Wellington St, Mosman Park. 

Obituary: Rodgers House
Julius Elischer 

Daniel Juengling
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Completed: 1981-82 
Design and Build: 3 years 
Address: Lot 42 and 43 
Wellington St, Mosman Park. 



Julius Elischer stands as a key influence defining a truly Westralian Modernist style. A qoute from 
Peter Moran  in Archiecture Australia, Nov/Dec 2003. 

Postwar architecture in Perth was a period of new beginnings and this was reflected in the adoption 
of Modern architecture after the mix of traditionalism and Deco of the inter-war period. The 
Modernist work of local practitioners who had been educated, travelled or gained experience 
overseas was sharpened by the impact of European émigrés like Iwanoff and Elischer. In Elischer’s 
case, the transplanted threads of rationalism and formalism were rendered in his buildings in 
complex and often unexpected ways through a reflexiveness to site and a mastery of brief...
...Elischer always deployed surface, mass and enclosure, with an awareness of the sharp qualities of 
Perth light.     

Frequent structural and construction ingeniousness was not paraded, but removed from the 
experience of the buildings. Technique, like drawings, was a convenience, predicated by economy. 
Differentiation of material was suppressed. The work was sculptural and intuitive though a specific 
modernist sensibility and vocabulary of forms mediated this intuition. 
 
Disappointment: After the house sold in early 2008 for near $20 million, it was demolished 
in November 2008. It is assumed and we can only hope the house was demolished to divide 
the substantially sized block, not be replaced with a house that functions with less conviction, 
appearing like many of the neighbouring properties that express “Individualism at the expense of 
context”. 

Further information and photographs can be found at:  www.dau-grainofsalt.blogspot.com
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How did the commission for the Subiaco Town Hall come about?
Of course I didn’t get it, Hawkins and Sands got it, because I was fairly new. The original drawings 
are still extant, the council has got them, the people in the museum are aware of this…. The actual 
commission of course was to Hawkins and Sands from the council, and in those days it was thought 
that the thing at the time, the village hall, the idea was to have a big flat floor. But I thought a small 
semi circular band platform, leading up to a reasonable little stage would be better. It was really 
quite a nice building.

What do you think of the new interior?
I quite approve of it, it works very well, I think.  I had a lot of talk with the new architect.
He had a very long talk with me, it had already been very badly altered and cut apart. And nobody 
at all remembered, until this guy turned up and remembered it was built on the Modulor.

Where did that come from?
It came from me, why?

What made you use the Modulor?
Because I was a bloody idiot, any questions? Well at the time, I was a great Corb fancier. In fact I 
have 9 slides which are all that remains of my council house competition from 1961-2 something like 
that. I don’t remember if that was built on the Modulor, but it was very Modulistic. The thing was 
at the time, I was very much involved in thinking of things in term of fitting together. And so the 
point is, things in the Modulor are precisely interchangeable.

So this is the book you used? (Modulor by Le Corbusier)
Well 13 measures of the Modulor are all we used for that thing, and quite a lot of them were slightly 
adapted. For example the big panels of brickwork. The actual panel is a Modulor panel, and the 
brick itself was not, but that’s because it was just a brick. But on the whole it fitted the Modulor. 
The glazing and so on were in fact very much interchangeable, and most of my buildings since then 
have always had that same sort of thing, even though we weren’t using the Modulor as such because 
the Modulor as such is a thing on its own.

Did the stairs (opp. page left) fit in with the Modulor?
Oh yes of course, they are all Modulor, Modulistic. I forget exactly what the conversion was, but 
they were all very much a part of the thing, although the actual dimensions of the Modulor don’t 
matter. The original Modulor is based on the typical hero in a detective story, so Corb said. So really 
you can base the Modulor on whatever you like, but the point is it all fits together. The use of it, and 
the fact that when you have something that is completely Modulor it will all look right, as indeed 
the old Subiaco Town Hall did, and still does look fairly right. It has slipped over occasionally, but 
on the whole it’s pretty good and as it was then, it was exactly right, down to the door handles.

How do stairs add to the overall design? Do you design them at the same time as the rest of the building?
Oh yes, yes, they are a part of it. So yes I used to design stairs with the building in order to get from 
place to place. But nowadays I very much like to be more careful about putting in balustrades. Stairs 
I think need balustrades.

Why are stairs important?
Well I think they are important because you can go from place to place. You also have to change 
level somewhere and it’s useful to have the level change being done in some sensible, noticeable way. 

Peter Parkinson
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Because that’s exciting. Try to get to one place to another with a staircase; there are lots of 
interesting things you can do with staircases.

Are staircases more than just a way to get from level to level?
Staircases should be more than that! There should be some sort of excitement, some 
transposition about a staircase. Yes it goes from level to level, but of course it should be 
exciting! I don’t really think all buildings should be absolutely bloody exciting, but a little 
bit of dancing steps is quite nice.

What is your favourite staircase?
Yes well there is that one for example (below right) which is a favourite staircase, there’s a 
lot of other staircases around I suppose. It’s not so much the staircase themselves, as the 
places they were, the places within the house they were.



fire escape stairs 
stairs to nowhere
scaffolding stairs 
stair well stair as 
chair moving stai
rs bastard stair na
tural stair stair s
tair stair 
stair stair 
stair pen
etrating 
stairs.
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Fern Dunnaway spent a few hours asking various people at Kings Park’s Jacob Ladder all 
about stairs. Excerpts of their answers form this article.

Stairs?/ I think they’re better than escalators/ Stairs can be beautiful, you only have to look/ 
what they’re made of, their shape/ they become something else entirely/ like the noise they 
make when you walk up/ Floating stairs/ in modern houses/ I love the patterns that they 
make/ how in most cases every step is the same/ It all depends on your health/ and what 
the weather is like outside/ how you’re feeling/ When I was a kid/ growing up in England 
thirty years ago/ I used to play on stairs, they were in our house/ a two storey house/ I 
had lots of accidents/ I used to count how many stairs I could jump down in one go/ 
underneath the window/ sometimes I would just lose my concentration/ and slip/ but you 
see it was on carpeted stairs so it didn’t matter/ I like the grandeur of stairs/ I like exercise 
and ornate hand railings/ They’re fuctional too/ my brother/ got married on them/

Stairs?/ They’re never ugly/ who could/ condemn them/ they are the best way to get from 
the top to the bottom/ or /the bottom to the top/ in shops/ and universities/ giving you a 
real satisfied feeling/ the view from the top/ always refreshing/ even in the rain, I stop to 
look from/ the highest point/ Without some sort of miracle/ you have to get back down/ 
though/ which is not the best/ a real pain in my knees/ That is the only thing/ about it/ No, 
I don’t like coming back down stairs at all.

Thanks to: Natalie Gail Penn, Jo B. Mourfort, Steve Blight, Karen Blake, Keith Robert 
Scott, Danielle Greenwood, Jennifer and Christine, Aaron Woodley, Hannah Yirop, Nick 
Grayne, Vivian Alec Waterford, Dan Sunhim.
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Tulip

To the state government, for choosing 
some great architects to do some major 
works around the city. Finally there will be 
some really interesting, different and world 
class buildings. Not that there aren’t any 
amazing buildings in the city, it’s just been 
a long break between innings. Makes up 
for a whole lot of awful, bland architecture 
that has dominated the city of late. Ashton 
Raggatt McDougall’s stadium is out of 
the ground, Kerry Hills Centre Stage 
is progressing quickly and Hassel’s 140 
William is rapidly rising.  It is an exciting 
time. Let’s hope the loss of Geoffrey 
London and the financial hole doesn’t 
impact too much. 

Turnip

To Malcolm Turnbull and the Liberal 
government, for introducing the ban of 
incandescent light bulbs. We know that we 
have to start saving energy etc, but really 
isn’t there something else just as radical you 
could do, and not sacrifice the aesthetics 
of a nation. Fluoros are ok in some 
circumstances, sometimes they are amazing, 
but there needs to be a balance!!! Can you 
have mood light fluoros? There is a certain 
aesthetic that only an incandescent bulb can 
attain, and it is a beautiful quality of light! 
Fluoros are harsh and make everyone look 
ugly, where is the romance!!! We recommend 
stocking up now, and start conserving power 
so they last forever. Imagine a Lucellino 
with a compact fluoro!!!



Crossword

Across
Now defunct Australian 
architectural theory magazine
A covered gallery at the front 
or side of a building.
Pipeline engineer
Something you use to draw 
pictures with
A dome shaped structure, 
constructed with the use of 
triangula elements
Our state!
Writer that proposed L.A’s 
potential rival is Perth
Early female architect in the 
state, architect of Beverley 
Hotel.
Location of Hawes’ Church of 
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel.
Scrummy ice cream flavour, 
rum and…?
A good brand of 4 across!
A place to park your car, multi 
story.

Email your answers to this 
challenging crossword and the most 
complete will win a personalised 
black skivvy!
(Will accept half done entries  or 
valentines day cards for prize)

Down
Columnist for The Architect,    
now retired.
Architect of London Court.
Adjusting space between 
characters in typeset text
Now defunct Perth 
design newsletter
Horizontal member in 
wall construction
Graphic designer behind 
the Forest Chase logo.
Anything printed in two shades 
of the same colour.
One half of Perth Architecture 
partnership, other half 
is Rosenthal
Simple and unadorned
Our state birds!
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